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ABSTRACT 

Study of FPGA Based Multi-channel Analyzer (MCA) for Gamma-ray and X-ray 

Spectroscopy has been presented in this article. For the systems, FPGA has been 

chosen as the central pulse processor. And NaI(Tl) scintillation counter, BF3 or 

Silicon Drift Detector followed by Voltage Preamplifier (VPA) or Fast Amplifier, 

Shaping Amplifier of 150 ns and 450 ns and high resolution ADC (8-12 bit, 50 

MHz). Special features for the systems are Pulse Pile-up Detection and Rejection, 

Clipping Pulses and Base-line Restoration (BLR). The system performance varies 

from 332 KCPS to 400 KCPS. Energy spectrum in the presence of 137Cs, 60Co, 

232Th and broadband X-ray beam by different nuclear detectors has been also 

presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade, a great effort has been devoted to the 

development of instruments and systems based on X- and γ-

ray spectroscopy and many of them are already operating in 

several research labs and also in technological sites. In fact, 

X- and γ-ray spectroscopy is a powerful diagnostic tool in 

several fields both in fundamental research and industrial 

applications, such as elemental mapping of sample 

composition, crystallographic determination of the solid 

structure, medical diagnostic, environmental monitoring, 

works of art investigation and nuclear structure 

determination [1- 3]. 

 

 
Fig.1: Block diagram shows the pulse height analyzer 

(PHA) based on FPGA device. 

 

Gamma-ray spectrometry has been widely used in various 

environmental and natural sciences by its ability to 

determine the concentrations of each radionuclide of the  

 

samples, and also because of the easiness in sample 

preparation and measurement procedures [4]. 

Environmental Gamma Spectrometry is an essential tool for 

modeling spatio-temporal processes through coordination of 

data from different radiotracers. The two main advantages of 

environmental gamma spectrometry are: it is a 

nondestructive technique; and the measurement of different 

radiotracers is done simultaneously [5]. 

 

Therefore, the incoming pulses from the NaI(Tl) detector are 

fed into a fast operational amplifier. Use of a base-line 

stabilization block is optional and can be included as a 

preprocessing element. The amplified signal is converted 

into digital samples by means of a CMOS pipe-line ADC. Fast 

digital signal processing is carried out by a FPGA device. A 

general purpose digital signal processor (DSP) is used for 

pulse height spectrum generation, temporary storage, 

counting rate measurement as well as communication with 

the personal computer (PC) [6, 7]. In high-speed FPGA-based 

pulse-height analyzer for high resolution X-ray spectroscopy, 

the analog section is composed of four semi-Gaussian 

shaping amplifiers with two software-selectable shaping 

times were chosen to perform either high rate or best 

resolution XRF measurements with state-of-the-art 

multielement silicon drift detector. The pulses amplitudes 

are caught by four large bandwidth peak-stretchers whose 

outputs are multiplexed into a single analog-to-digital 
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converter (ADC). A field programmable gate array (FPGA) 

controls the whole process and stores the four spectra in the 

on-chip RAM. The system interfaces the host PC by means of 

the enhanced parallel port with a custom made control 

software for data visualization and analysis as in a 

conventional MCA system [8].To effectively perform 

radiation measurements for e-Learning type exercises on a 

nuclear reactor, a new, compact and inexpensive modules for 

a pulse height analyzer (PHA) on the basis of a FPGA has 

been developed. Pulse signals from radiation detectors were 

digitized by a free-running ADC and their digitized data were 

distributed in parallel to four PHA modules in the FPGA. 

Each user independently set measurement conditions on his 

own PHA module. The new PHA modules were directly 

connected to the Internet via local area network and were 

successfully used for the neutron and gamma ray 

measurement for the e-Learning type exercises on the Kinki 

University reactor [9]. The current research motivated to the 

recent trend and development in FPGA based nuclear 

instruments and systems. A comprehensive study of the 

development of FPGA Based Multi-channel Analyzer for 

Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry has been presented.  

 

2. Methodology  

The main concept in the realization of the system is that the 

entire signal processing and pulse height analysis has to be 

accomplished digitally. Although the system might have 

some analog parts as such a fast amplifier and a base line 

restorer, which are placed between the detector and the 

ADC. The base line is not constant in the system due to the 

changes of temperature and counting rate, a simple circuit 

for base-line stabilization has been used. The central point 

and the most critical part of the system because of the 

requirement for high frequency implementation is the digital 

pulse processor [10, 11].  

 

In accordance with the fig.2, the fast amplifier (AD8041 by 

Analog Devices) is used to adjust the signal from the NaI (Tl) 

scintillation detector to 8-bit ADC (AD9057 by Analog 

Devices, operating frequency of 60 MHz) input. Thereafter, 

the pulse processor FPGA (XC4008E-3 by Xilinx, operating 

frequency of 60 MHz) performs low-pass filtering, digital 

pulse clipping, detection of pile-up and integration of digital 

samples in order to determine the pulse amplitude. Only 

those pulses with amplitude above the threshold level are 

registered. The pile-up detector permits writing the result of 

integration of data into the output processor register and 

signals to the DSP (TMS320C50 by Texas Instruments) that 

the integration result is ready to be read in case when no 

pulse pile-up is detected. The other functions like energy 

spectrum generation and communication with the PC which 

donot require such a high frequency for their processing are 

implemented in software by using a general purpose DSP. 

The personal computer (PC) program was developed by use 

of software package for virtual instrumentation 

(LabWindows/CVI by National Instruments). This program 

enables the transfer of energy spectrum blocks from the 

FPGA to the PC as well as display and storage of the 

spectrum. Using this program, the user can change operating 

parameters of the pulse processor such as threshold level, 

level of the width of the pulses in the pile-up detection block 

Tp; multiplication coefficients k and time delay n1. [7, 12].  

 

 
Fig.2: Block diagram of the digital pulse processing spectrometer based on FPGA device. 

 

The signals coming from a multielement silicon drift detector are amplified by four voltage preamplifiers (VPA), each coupled 

to a detector channel as shown in fig.3. The preamplifier signal is fed to an analog section constituted by a custom-made 4-

channel shaping amplifier with digitally selectable shaping time constant of 150 ns for fast scanning analyses and 450 ns for 

high energy resolution elemental mapping , fast trigger signal ( 30 ns shaping time for pile-up rejection), and 4-channels peak-

stretcher. The analog board is a four layer PCB with SMD components housed on top of the digital board. Thanks to the fact that 

the AD8023 is a triple operational amplifier in a SOIC-l4 package a compact layout is obtained. A single channel (shaper plus 

peak-stretcher) is l0-cm-long and 3-cm-wide. The shaper needs a dual power supply (±6 V) and the overall dissipated power 

for the four channels is 3.6 W. The stretched signals are multiplexed to a AD9220 ADC by Analog Devices (12-bit data word, l0 

MS/s maximum sampling frequency l0 MHz) that provides the conversion of the peak amplitude into a digital word. A 

discriminator (DISCR_S) per shaping line allows the A/D conversion only for signals higher than a minimum threshold. A 

discriminator follows also the fast shaping line (DISCR_F) to provide a squared signal to the pile-up rejection logic implemented 

in the FPGA. The core of the digital section is the FPGA that houses the RAM needed for the histogramming memory and the 

logic to control data acquisition, pile-up rejection and data transfer to the host PC. A dedicated control software was developed 

in C++ and runs on Windows 9x, 2000, Xp. The software can manage up to 12 FPGA s boards, with 4 channels for every board 

[8,13]. 
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Fig.3: Scheme of principle of the FPGA-based DAQ coupled to a monolithic multianode detector. 

 

Fig.4 shows a schematic drawing of an e-Learning system supporting exercises on a training nuclear reactor. Four PHA modular 

circuits for the radiation measurement were constructed in a FPGA. The radiation measurement circuit with the FPGA (FPGA 

circuit) is set near a training nuclear reactor (a local site), and it is interconnected to four personal computers (PCs) in a lecture 

room (a remote site) via the Internet. Pulse signals from a radiation detector like a NaI(Tl) scintillation counter or a BF3 

proportional counter are amplified by a pre-amplifier and a shaping amplifier fed to a free-running ADC (AD9225, Analog 

Devices; 12 bits, 20MSPS). The pulse-shaped signals are fed into the FPGA (Cyclone EP1C3, ALTERA Corp.) circuit and are 

parallel processed with the four independent PHA modules and Ethernet Controller) . The four PHA modules work 

independently in the FPGA. Pulse signals from a BF3 or NaI(Tl) detector followed by the amplifiers are fed to a free-running 

ADC and a stream of digitized data is fed in parallel into the four PHA modules. In a remote site, students have access to the PHA 

modules through their PCs connected to the Internet. Each student can measure neutrons or gamma-rays with each assigned 

PHA modules on a nuclear reactor exercise. The user interface was developed by use of LabVIEW (National Instruments Corp.). 

There are several buttons and switches for the setting of the conditions of the PHA module [9]. 

 

 
Fig.4: Schematic drawing of e-Learning system supporting exercises on training nuclear reactor. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Performance of the digital pulse processing spectrometer based on FPGA device can be roughly evaluated through the energy 

spectroscopy for a standard radiation source. In this context, fig.5 shows the spectrum of 232Th in the presence of 137Cs, fig.6 

describes energy spectrum of the fluorescence photons of a pure Cu sample irradiated with a broadband X-ray beam from a W-

anode X-ray generator and fig.7 depicts an example of measured results of the photon energy spectrum for an 241Am standard 

source. 

 
Fig.5: (▲) The spectrum of 232Th in the presence of 137Cs at high counting rates of 400 000 p/s, when pulse 
shortening is applied and pulse pile-up detected and eliminated. (�) Spectrum of 232Th in the presence of 

137Cs at high counting rates of 400 000 p/s without pileup reduction by means of pulse shortening and 
without detection and elimination of pulse pile-up. (�)Spectrum of 232Th at low counting rates. 
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Fig.6:Energy spectrum of the fluorescence photons of a pure Cu sample irradiated with a broadband X-ray 
beam from a W-anode X-ray generator. The photons were detected with a l2-element monolithic matrix of 

silicon drift detectors. 
 

 
Fig.7: Measured photon energy spectrum for 241Am standard source. 

 

The performance evaluation at high counting rates was done 

using a low activity 232Th source in the presence of 137Cs of 

very high activity. The total counting rate in this experiment 

was 400000s-1. The spectrum obtained is marked by the 
symbol (▲) in fig. 5. In order to estimate the efficiency of the 

applied algorithm of digital signal processing the experiment 

was repeated, with the system reconfigured in order to 

operate without pulse shortening and without pile-up 

detection. The energy spectrum obtained in this condition is 

marked by (�) in the above mentioned figure. Degradation 

due to pulse pile-up is clearly visible. In the same figure, the 

symbol (�) mark 232Th spectrum measured at low counting 

rates when the effects of pile-up can be neglected [7].  

 

Detector channels of a monolithic 12-element silicon drift 

detector [5] (only two channels were active in this 

experiment, but the data transfer to the host PC was from all 

4 channels) and the fluorescence photons from a pure Cu 

sample were acquired. The Cu sample was illuminated by a 

W anode X-ray generator with variable anode current. Fig.6 

shows a sample spectrum at an anode current of 40 µA 

corresponding to an incident photon rate of about 15 KHz. 

The achieved energy resolution was limited by the detector 

system in the present experiment [8].  

 

Performance of the PHA modules can be roughly evaluated 

through the energy spectroscopy for a standard radiation 

source. Fig.7 shows an example of measured results of the 

photon energy spectrum for an 241Am standard source. The 

measurement was performed with a Si-PIN detector (XR-

100T, AMPTEK) followed by a shaping amplifier (PX2T, 

AMPTEK) and the present PHA modules. The position of the 

peaks and the values of the energy resolution for the peaks 

agreed well with those measured with the same detector and 

a commercially available multi-channel analyzer (MCA-

8000A, AMPTEK). Another performance test for the PHA 

modules was done with a pulse generator [9].  

 

For system optimization, a simple circuit for base-line 

stabilization has been used in the digital pulse processing 

spectrometer based on FPGA device. When the pile-up-

rejection function is activated, the piled up pulses are 

completely rejected (except the ones that arrive with a time 

distance shorter than the time duration of the "fasf' signal 

used for pile-up rejection) thus cleaning up the acquired 

spectrum. Two essential digital circuits were designed for 

the triggering and peak-detecting for input pulses. The two 

circuits were formed in the FPGA for the pulse height 

analysis of a stream of digitized data. These trigger and peak 

detection circuits are effective for the saving of the resource 

of the FPGA.  

 

4. Conclusion 

Study of FPGA based multi-channel analyzer (MCA) for 

gamma-ray and x-ray spectroscopy has been presented in 

this research. At first, study of digital gamma-ray 

spectroscopy based on FPGA technology, high-speed FPGA-

based pulse-height analyzer (PHA) for high resolution x-ray 

spectroscopy, study about development of compact pulse 

height analyzer (PHA) modules based on FPGA for e-learning 

type exercises on nuclear reactor has been presented. 

Thereafter, syntheses of the system components, system 

performance evaluation and optimization have been 

provided. The energy spectrums of a digital spectrometer 

system for various standard sources by different detectors 

have been presented as well.  
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